
10/28/75 

Memorandum 75-7> 

Subject: Study 63.60 - Admissibility of Duplicates 

At the last meeting, the Commission approved the Recommendation Relating 

to the Admissibility of Duplicates in Evidence for printing and requested 

that the staff prepare a memorandum for the November meeting containing the 

staff suggestions for revisions to permit admission of a duplicate of a cer-

tified copy of a public record. After the Commission has determined the nature 

of the revisions that should be made, the approved recommendation is to be re-

vised accordingly. 

The question raised by Cowmissioner Miller concerning a duplicate of a 

certified copy of a public record has caused the staff to review the approved 

recommendation. Tll"'re are t1,O alternative methods of dealing with this problem: 

(1) Amend Section 1530 of the Evidence Code to provide that a duplicate 

of an attested or certified copy is as admissible as the attested or certified 

copy itself unless (1) a genuine question is raised as to the authenticity of 

the attested or certified copy or (2) in the circumstances it would be unfair 

to admit the duplicate in lieu of the attested or certified copy itself. The 

draft of the amendment to Section 1530 to make this addition is attached as 

Exhibit I. The staff does not recommend this alternative for the reason 

indicated below. 

(2) Revise the approved recommendation to substitute language contained 

in the Federal Rule for the language contained in the approved recommendation. 

The approved recorrmendation provides in part: 

A duplicate of a writing "is not made inadmissible by the best 
evidence rule" unless . . 

The Federal Rule, on the other hand, provides: 

A duplicate [of a writing] "is admissible to the same extent as" 
[the "riting itself] unless. 
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Upon reviewing the matter, the staff has concluded that the federal language 

is better than the language used in the approved recommendation. The federal 

language avoids a possible objection based on a technical failure to satisfy 

some requirement such as producing an original attested 01' certified copy 

of an official record. He thiILl< that tte standard "is admissible to the same 

extent as" makes the duplicate the ec;uivalent to the 1fri ting itself. The pro-

ponent can use the duplicate if he can satisfy both (1) the requirements 

for admission of the duplicate instead of the writing itGelf and (2) the re-

qu1rements for admission of the writing itself. Thus, if the duplicate meets 
the requ~rements for admission o~ the duplicate, it is admissible if the writing 

itself qualifies for admission under a hearsay exception or if the 'rriting 

itself is admissible "not as an exception to the l:earsay rule but ~s evidence 

of an ultimate fact in the case (e.g~, a will or a centract). Using the federal 

language would, for example, make admissible a duplicate of a marriage, bap-

tismal, Or simila r certificate (see Section 1316) where there is no dispute as 

to the authenticity of the certificate itself. 

The approach we suggest--to adopt the federal language--is consistent 

with that used in Section 1550 (set out on page 4 of the attached recommenda-

tion) • 

If the Commission selects the first alternative, we could add the sec-

tion attached as Exhibit I to the proposed legislation set out in the recom-

mendation and could note the recommended amendment to Section 1530 in a 

footnote in the preliminary portion of the recommendation. If the Commission 

selects the staff recommended second alternative, the attached revised staff 

draft of the recommendation is submitted for Commission approval for printing. 

We propose to locate the new statute as a new Article 5 in Chapter 2 of 

Di vi sion 11. This division Fould then be organized a s follows: 
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DIVISION 11. y;RITmGS 

Chapter 1. Authentication and Proof of 'hitings 

Article 1. Requirement of _~uthentication 

Article 2. Means of Authenticating and Proving '"ritings 

Article 3. Presumptions Affecting ;\cknmrledged Hritings and Official 
Writings 

Chapter 2. Secondary l\vidence of ',;I'itings 

Article 1. Best Evidence Rule 

Article 2. Official vlritings and Recorded 1"ritings 

Article 3. Photographic Copies of Ihitings 

Article 4. Production of Business Records 

Article 5. Duplicates [ne" 1 

Chapter 3. Official Hritings Affecting Property 

Attached as Exhibit II is a letter from The Honorable Mr. Justice Zelling, 

Chairman of the Law Reform Committee of South Australia. He makes two suggestions 

concerning the recommendation: 

(1) He suggests that the "ord "equivalent" "'hich appears before "technique" 

in the provision defining a "duplicate" be deleted. The reason is that "it seemed 

to us that provided any technique accurately reproduced the "riting itself the 

fact it was not 'equivalent' lias il1'.material." Although this is a good point, the 

staff does not recommend the change because He do not lfant to unnecessarily depart 

from the language of the federal rule. 

(2) He suggests that ",here one side sends a document to the other side saying 

it is a true duplicate then the document is admissible against the party liho sent 

it. The staff does not see the necessity for adding such a provision. vie believe 

that the duplicate '{QuId be admissible as an admission the party sending it even 

if it did not otherHise qualify under the rule relating to the admission of 

duplicates. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretarv -~-



EXHIBIT I 

Evidence Code § 1530 (arnend.ed). Copy of' writing in official custody 

SEC. 2. Section 1530 of tIle Evidence Code is amended to read: 

• 

• 

1530, (e) A pllrpGrt('(~ copy of r. wrhing in t1a> eustody of 
a pnbI:e entity, or of <1iJ, l'ntry in s-lHd) :t writin!'!, t~ primo faei~ 
f:I'videnee of the existebce ;md conh'nt of SUdl writing or entry 
if: 

(1) The copy purpnrt' to lJe pub];'1,c'] I'J the" utlurity of 
the nation or &tate~ or puhli~ !)ntit/ tin-rda" ia which the wr;t~ 
ing is k~pt; 

(2) The olllce in which tlle writing is kept i. within the 
United State; or within the P'''''im" Can,,1 Zone, the Trust 
'l'erritory of the Pacific !&i"nds, or the Ryukyu Islands, and 
the copy is atteste" or (,""tined as a correct cupy of the writing 
or entry by a public "mploy,'e, or a ueput)' of n public em· 
ployee, havin~ the le-~fil custody of the writin~; or 

(:!) The olllce in which the writing is kc'pt i. not within the 
United States or any other place described in paragraph (2) 
and the copy is attes.ted as .a (~orrect copy ()f the writing (Jr 
entry by a pe1"!<on haying authority to m"ke attestation, The 
attestation must be accompanied by • final stntement oertifyin~ 
the genuineness of the sirnaturc and the official position of (i) 
the person who attested the "')P," as n "orrect copy or (H) any 
foreign official wllo has rertiUed either the genuineness of the 
sirnatllre anu officia 1 position of the person ntte,ting the eopy 
or the genuinene&"'! of the ~1g'THlture and· offir'inl position of 
Boother foreign officlal \\,'ho has eXEl'cuten a simir.rJr c('rtificate in 
a chain of such certit:,,"!,'. br~inning with a certifieate of the 
genuineness of the .ir:nattlre and "Illci"l position of the person 
attesting the copy. Except as pro,·ided in the nlXt sentence, 
the final statement may be made only by a se,'rctary of an 
embassy or legation. (~onsul grn(')'al, <..:onsut vi(l~ consul, or 
consular age-Ht of the llnikd Rtates, or il diplomatic or con~ 
sula-r c{ficial of the fOT{'ig-l) country ass1vn('d or acC"reditcd to 
the United State .. Prior to ,falJl1ary 1, 1971, the final stnte· 
ment may also be made by 8. sc"('ret:lry of ~nl ('mha~RY or 
l~gation, r .. oflEoul g't'-ll.c-r:1l, ('nmml, yit'c C"owml. L~rinsn[;ir a~{'11t. llr 
other officer in tlH:' fort'h~n s('fviec (If tlw rnltt'd Rl atE's sta· 
tioned in the nation in ,,,!deh t~le writing is. kept. autlH'llti('.uted 
by ,the S<'ul uf his uffi~}(·. Jf rf"asonHulr oppor~ullify h:1S bl"e-n 
giV!lfi to aU parti('!i to jn\'('sfir!1!h~ tlw autllenticity aud iJ{·rnr'II~Y
of the doc4mcnl S, the C-Olll't muy, fur good caUSL~ s!w\\ n, (i) 

admit an ath'sled ct>py withont the final Slatement or (ii) per. 
mit the writing o~ entry in ft>reign custody to be evidenced by 
an attested summary with t>r without a final statement. 

(b) The presumptit>ns established by this sootion are p_ 
aumptions aiIecling the burden of producing evidence. 
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Ic) For the purposes of this section, a duplicate (as defined in 

Section 1500.5) of an attested or certified copy is as admissible as the 

attested or certified copy itself unless (1) a genuine question is raised 

as to the authenticity of the attested or certified copy or (2) in the 

circumstances it would be unfair to admit the duplicate in lieu of the 

attested or certified copy itself. 

COmment. Subdivision (cl has been tidded to Section 1530 to provide 

a hearsay except£on and an exception to the best evidence rule for cases 

where a duplicate of a certified or attested copy is offered in evidence 

and there is no dispute concerning the authenticity of the attested or 

certified copy itself. For a discussion of the requirements of subdivision 

(c), see the discussion of the general comparable provision in the Comment 

to Section 1500'5' 
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LAW iEFIJRM GOiMMfTE[ Or ~,i}JHJ AUSTRALIA 

"'EMBERS-
'fH1 HO"~ MR. JUSTiCE Z£LUNG 

C.I.I. IChllfman). 
FRDM THE CIIAMBUS OF THE CHAlRIIAIt: 

TH E HON, MR. JUSTICE mUNG. C.8.E .. 
JUD' [S' CHAMBERS. 

THE' HON. MR. "tusncf' JACOBS 
~Pttt:t Ctuilrm.t1) 

II ..... COM'. Q.C •• s.·a. 
D. W. BOlLEH. Q,C. 
J.'. KUlla 
It. T. "f",,.U1 

StcRETAlIY
Mill J. L HILL. 

The Secretary, 
California Law Revision Con~ission, 
School of Law, 
Stanford University, 
STANFORD. 
CALIFORNIA. 94305. U.S.A. 

Dear Sir, 

SUPREMe COURT. 
ADtLAiDE •• S.I\. snoo 

PHONE, 870451 EXT. 724 

8th October, 1975. 

Thank you for sending me the draft reports relating 
to admissibility of duplicates in evidence and revision of 
your attachment law. Unfortunately I cannot comment on them 
by the date requested in each case as they have'only reached 
me today. . 

, With regard to the report on admissibility of 
duplicates in evidence we are working in this field at the 
moment and our ultimate recommendation will be very much 
along the lines of your new 1500.5 but there are two 
suggestions which mayor may not be of any use to you which 
come out of our experience, 

Our first draft, equivalent to your subclause (a) 
leaving aside immaterial variations, was somewhat similar to 
yours. We ultimately struck out the word 'equivalent' 
before 'technique' because it seemed to llS that provided any 
technique accurately reproduced the writing itself the fact 
it was not "equivalent" was imrna+.:erial. The reason which 
caused us to do this was that the old press copy technique 
of producing duplicate letters and opinions by press copies 
has been obsolete in south Australia for at least fifty years 
and possibly even longer in California, although there was a 
time when every law office had its press in order to obtain 
copies but press copias still turn up in suits to quiet title 
or in relation to estates which present questions on the 
ultimate winding up aiter the falling in of a lengthy life 
estate and in other similar cases and it seemed to us that 
provided the writing was accurately reproduced the word 
"equivalent" did not add anything to the general definl!±m 
and accordingly we struck it out. 

The other matter is that we have recommended that 
where one side sends a document to the other side saying that 
it is a true duplicate then the document is admissible against 
the party who sent it. , 



California Law Revision Commission 2. Bth October,l975 

This comes up most frequently in the case of estate 
agent'S' contract.s. '.lory frequently one party. usually the 
purchaser, 60es n"t get,. copy of the cout.ract at the time. 
A week or a fortnight later he wakes up to his mistake, writes 
to the estate agent and says 'please let me have a copy of the 
contract' . The esta",€) agent t-lkes out his pro fOrmlfor land 
sales contracts and types in all the missing parts including 
all the signatures so that technically it is not a duplicate. 
Nevertheless the ,~st.ate agent as agent for the vendor sends 
to the purchaser a document with a letter saying: this is 
a correct duplicate of the original ill my office. We see no 
reason why if one party or his agent warrants a document to 
be a correct dupl i ca te even though i t ~lOuld not fall wi thin 
your subsection (a) it should not be used against the man who 
has warranted it to be a correct duplicate. 

I hope these comments may be of some use and will 
have arrived in time for their consideration by you. 

• I have read your revision of the attachment law 
paper with great interest. We of course have no due process 
requirements as you have and although we have been working in 
the sphere of attachment and execution the historical back
ground as between your State and ours has varied over a long 
period of time and r doubt whether I can make any useful 
comments on this paper. 

Yours ~incerely, 

1 
(Chairman) • 
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• 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

CALIFORNIA LAW 
REVISION COMMISSION 

RECOMMENDATION 

propollng 

Ifovaber 1975 

CALD'OIlNlA. LAw RzvlSION CoKHIIBION 

Stanford Law School 
Stanford, Califomia. 94305 



STATE Of CALIfORNIA 

CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMMiSSiON 
STANfORD LAW SCHOOL 
nANFORD, CALIfORNIA 9<311.5 

November 10, 1975 (415) 497.1731 

To: THE HONORABLE EDMUND G. BROWN JR. 
Governor of California and 
THE LEGISLATURE OF CALIFORNIA 

The Evidence Code was enacted in 1965 upon recommendation of the 
Law Revision Commission. Resolution Chspter 130 of the Statutes of 
1965 directs the Commission to continue to study the law relating to 
evidence. Pursuant to this directive, the Commission has engaged in 
a continuing study of the Evidence Code to determine whether any sub
stantive, .technical, or clarifying changes are needed. 

This recommendation is submitted as a reBult of this continuing 
review. It deals with the admissibility of duplicates in evidence. 

Respectfully submitted, 
MARC SAlDSTROM 
Chairman 
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R.ECO'!; !ElmA TI 011 

relating to 

ADHISSIBILITY OF DUPLICATI:S IN EVIDENCE 

October 22, 1975 

The development of accurate methods of copying documents and writ

ings and the commonplace use of methods of reproduction which produce 

copies identical to the original have resulted in a reexamination by the 

courts and evidence authorities of the need for the production of orig

inal writings as required by the 'best evidence rule.,,1 The newly 
. 2 

adopted Federal Rules of Evidence, while generally continuing the 
3 requirement of the production of the original, contain s provision--

Federsl Rule of Evidence 1003--permitting admission into evidence of a 

"duplicate." This rule provides: 

A duplicate is admissible to the same extent as an original unless 
(1) a genuine question is raised as to the authenticity of the 
original or (2) in the circumstance it would be unfair to admit the 
duplicate in lieu of the original. 

Federal Rule of Evidence 1001(4) defines a duplicate as: 

[AJ counterpart produced by the same impression as the original, or 
from the same matrix, or by means of photography, including en
largements and miniatures, or by mechanical or electronic re
recording, or by chemical reproduction, or by other equivalent 
techniques which accurately reproduces the original. 

4 In a recent California case, Dugar ~~ Tiger Records, Inc., 

the court was presented with the question whether photostatic or "xeroxed 

1. See C. tlcCormick, Evidence § 236 (2d ed. 1972); 4 J. Higmore, Evi
dence ~ 1191 (Chadbourn rev. 1972); B. I-!itkin, California Evidence 
, 690 (2d ed. 1966). Indeed, one commentator has suggested that 
the best evidence rule be eliminated completely as having outlived 
its usefulness. Broun, Authentication and Contents of \~ritings , 
19b~ Law and the Social Order 611 (1969). 

2. Pub. L. ;10. 93-595 (Jan. 2, 1975). 

3. Pub. L. :'0. 93-595, Rule 1002 (Jan. 2, 1975). 

4. 41 Cal. App.3d 811, 116 Cal. Rptr. 412 (1974). 
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copies of original invoices prepared specifically for the litigation 

could be used as evidence without either producing or accounting for the 

original. The court--while noting that COmillentators have urged the 

adoption of the broad federal "duplicate original" rule--stated that 

photostatic copies such as those offered in that case are secondary 

evidence which are made inadmissible by the best evidence rule, Evidence 
5 Code Section 1500, unless they fall within one of the statutory exceptions. 

6 Under Evidence Code Section 1500 the content of a writing normally 

must be proved by the ori~inal writing itself and not by a copy of the 

writing or testimony as to its content. T!1e only circumstances under 

which secondary evidence may be used are specifically set out in the 

code. 7 Additionally, the prior case law, which required that a copy of 

the original writing be shown to be unavailable before testimonial 

evidence of its contents would be admitted, was codified in the Evidence 
8 

Code. 

In California, carbon copies produced contemporaneously with the 

original writing have generally been accepted as duplicate originals and 

5. Id. at 816-U17, 116 Cal. Rptr. at 415. 

6. Section 1500 provides: 

Except as otherwise provided by statute, no evidence other 
than the writing itself is admissible to prove the content of 
a writing. This section shall be known and may be cited as the 
best evidence rule. 

7. Evid. Code ~~ 1501 (lost or destroyed writing), ~502 (unavailable 
writing), 1503 (writing under control of opponent), 1504 (collater
al writing), 1505 (other secondary evidence if proponent does not 
have copy), 1506 (copy of public writing), 1507 (copy of recorded 
writing), 1508 (other secondary evidence of public or recorded 
writing), 1509 (voluminous writings), 1)10 (copy of writing pro
duced at hearine), 15)0 (writing in official custody), 1532 (offi
cial record of a recorded writing), 1550 (photographic copies made 
as business records), 1551 (photographic copies where original 
destroyed or lost), 1562 (copy of business records). 

a. See Lvid. Code :: ~ 1505, 1508, and COl!lments thereto. 
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have been introduced 101ithout the necessity of shOl,ing that the original 
q 

is unavailable." The courts have relied on the fact that the carbon 

copy is in fact prepared at the saNe time as the original as, for exam

ple, a carbon of a sales receipt. Thus, the possibility of error aris

ing from subsequent hand copying is eliminated. However, the rule 

regardin3 carbon copies was not, either in California or in other states, 

extended to cover modern photographic or electronic reproduction. In 

advocating the extension of the rule regarding carbons to copies pro

duced by modern technological copying techniques, :!cCormick states: 10 

The resulting state of authority, favorable to carbons but 
unfavorable to at least equally reliable photographic reproductions, 
appears inexplicable on any basis other than that the courts, 
having fixed upon simultaneous creation as the characteristic 
distinguishing of carbons from copies produced by earlier methods 
have on the whole been insufficiently flexible to modify that con
cept in the face of newer technological methods which fortuitously 
do not exhibit that characteristic. Insofar as the primary purpose 
of the original documents requirements is directed at securing 
accurate information from the contents of material writings, free 
of the infirmities of memory and the mistakes of handcopying, we 
Nay well conclude that each of these forms of mechanical copying is 
sufficient to fulfill the policy. Insistence upon the original, or 
accounting for it, places costs, burdens of planning and hazards of 
mistake upon the litigants. These may be worth imposing where the 
alternative is accepting memory or handcopies. They are probably 
not worth imposing when risks of inaccuracy are reduced to a mini
mum by the offer of a mechanically produced copy. 

In 1951, California made a significant advance in the recognition 

of photographically reproduced copies of writing by enacting the Uniform 
II 

r~otographic Copies of Business and Public Records as Evidence Act. As 

amended, this provision--which is presently Lvidence Code Section 1550-

provides: 

9. Edmunds v. Atchison, T. ~ S.F. Ry., 174 Cal. 246, 162 P. 1038 
(1917). People v. Lockhart, 200 Cal. App.2d 862, 871, 19 Cal. Rptr. 
719, 725 (1964). See Pratt v. Phelps, 23 Cal. App. 755, 757-758, 
139 P. 906, 907 (1914). For a compilation of cases from other 
states, see Annot., 65 A.L.~.2d 342 (1959). 

10. C. !1cCormick, Evidence. 236, at 569 (2d ed. 1972). 

11. Cal. Stats. 1951, Cll. 346, :; 1, as amended by Cal. Stats. 1953, eh. 
294, j 1; 9A Uniform Laws Ann. 584. 
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A photostatic, microfilm, microcard, miniature photographic or 
other photographic copy or reproduction, or an enlargement thereof, 
of a writing is as admissible as the writing itself if such copy or 
reproduction was made and preserved as a part of the records of a 
business (as defined by Section 1270) in the regular _,urse of such 
business. The introduction of such copy, reproductio~, or enlarge
ment does not preclude admission of the original writing if it is 
still ill existence. 

12 Similar legislation has been adopted in 38 states. The present Cal-

ifornia provision, by requiring only that the copy be made and preserved 

in the ordinary course of business, is broader than the Uniform Act 

itself as it was first enacted itl California. Former Code of Civil 

Procedure Section 1953i required that the original writing be a business 

record. Under Evidence Code Section 1550, the requirement that the 

photo~raphic copy be made in the regular course of business is consid

ered sufficient to assure the trustworthiness of tbe copy. If the 

original writing is either admissible under any exception to the hearsay 

rule or as evidence of an ultimate fact in the case (,~.g. , a will or a 

contract), a photographic copy made in the regular course of business is 
13 as admissible as the original. 

14 In the Dugar case, the court specifically held that Evidence Code 

Section 1550 did not apply to copies made solely for purposes of litiga

tion and indicated that photostatic copies reu,ain only secondary evi

dence unless and until the Zvidence Code is broadened along the 

tbe new federal rule as urged 15 by many prominent commentators. 

lines of 

I P 1 'I 16 n eop e v. ~arcus! a California court indicated its predi-

lection toward admissibility of reliable copies produced by sophisti

cated electronic techniques. The court admitted into evidence a re

recording of a taped conversation which made audible an original tape of 

insufficient quality to be understood. Although the court indicated its 

inclination to rule that the rerecording "as the original made usable, 

12. 9A Uniform Laws Ann. 111 (1967 Supp.). 

13. See Comment--Law Revision Commission to Evid. Code , 1550 (West 
1966). 

14. 41 Cal. App.3d dl1, 116 Cal. Rptr. 412 (1;)74). 

15. Id. at oI6-!l17, 116 Cal. Rptr. at 415. 

16. 31 Cal. App.3d 367, 107 Cal. Rptr. 264 (1973) • 
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the original tape itself was also placed in evidence, and the court was 

able to ,wId the duplicate admissible under Evidence Code Section 1510. 

The court was thus not required to make a direct holding on the dupli

cate question. 

There are a number of reasons supporting the adoption of a rule 

similar to new Federal Rule 1003 to permit adfJission of "duplicates" in 

California. First, there are many cases in which the ability to introduce 

a duplicate would save considerable time and expense. For example, if 

the original writine is in the hands of a third person who is reluctant 

to part with it, the party seeking its admission must, under current 
17 law, seek to obtain the original by process and have it available for 

inspection. The third party would rarely be as reluctant merely to 

permit a duplicate to be made. Second, the best evidence rule often 

operates as a trap for the unwary attor3ey who, having obtained a duplicate 

which is obviously recognized as reliable by all of the parties, nevertheless 

finds that it is objected to and excluded at trial under the best evidence 

rule. Third, as previously noted, a copy which meets the standards of 

the federal "duplicate" rule is highly reliable. It is conceivable that 

the party in possession of the original document may attempt to perpetrate 

a deliberate fraud by use of a false photocopy.18 However, Federal Rule 

1003 contains safeguards in that the production of the original is 

required where there is a genuine question as to ita authenticity or 

when the court has reason to believe that the use of a duplicate would 

be unfair. Furthermore, it should be obvious that a party bent on 

deliberate fraud is able, under current rules, to introduce a false copy 

under one of the exceptions to the rule, for example, merely by destroying 
19 or secreting the original and testifying that it cannot be found. 

The Commission recommends that the substance of Rule 1003 of the 

Federal Rules of Evidence be added to the "vidence Code to provide that 

a duplicate of a writing is admissible to the same extent as the writing 

itself unless a genuine question is raised as to the authenticity of the 

17. I'vid. Code '; 1502. 

Ll. See C. llcCormick, Evidence 5 236, at 5&9 (2d ed. 1972). 

19. See Cleary & Strong, The Best Evidence Rule: An Evaluation in 
Context, 51 Iowa L. Rev. 325, 847 (1965-1966). 
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writing itself or, in the circunstances, it would be unfair to ad,"it the 

duplicate in lieu of the writing itself. "LJ<lplicate" should be defined 

by adopting the substance of the definition provided in Rule 1001 (4) of 

the Federal Rules of Evidence which requires that the duplicate be a 

copy produced by a technique which accurately reproduces the writing 

itself . 

The Commission's recommendation ,;ould ~e ef fecuated by enactment of 

the follm"ing ,neasure: 

An act to add Article S (commencing with Section 15(0) to Chapter 2 

of ~)ivision 11 of the Evidence Code, relating to the admissibility of 

duplicates in evidence. 

The people of the State of California do enact as follows; 

SECTION. 1. Article 5 (commencing with Section 1580) is added to 

Chapter 2 of Division 11 of the Fvidence Code, to read: 

Article 5. Duplicates 

§ 1580. Duplicate defined 

1~1IU. For the purposes of this article,a ""uplicate' is a counter-

part produced by the same impression as the writing itself, or from the 

same matrix, or by means of photography, including enlargements or 

miniatures, or by mechanical or electronic rerecording, or by chemical 

reproduction, or by other equivalent technique which accurately repro-

duces the writing itself. 

Co_ent. Section 1580 defines a "duplicate" in the same terms as 

does Federal Rule of Evidence 1001 (4) • I,s defined by Section 1580, a 

"duplicate" must be produced by a technique which accurately reproduces 

the writing itself. A counterpart produced by an electrostatic method 

of reproducing the writing would qualify as a duplicate since it is 

produced by an "equivalent technique which accurately reproduces the 
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writing itself." 0-" the other hand, a subsequently prepared handwritten 

or typed copy of a document cannot qualify as a "duplicate.' If the 

original is in color (such as a multi-colored document, colored photo

graph, or color movie), the duplicate must be in the same colors as the 

original when the coloring of the original is relevant in view of the 

purpose for which the duplicate is to be received in evidence. 

This article, by USe of the term "duplicate," in no way alters 

existing practice which recognizes that more than one document can be 

admissible as the writing itself--such as the case in which the parties 

to a contract or lease execute sufficient copies in order that each may 

have one for his files or when carbon copies are involved. See C. 

,kCormick, Lvidence:; 235 (2d ed. 1972)~ 4 J. 'ligmore, ;evidence:;~ 1231, 

1234 (Chadbourn rev. 1972)' D. ;-Jitkin, California Evidence iI 690 (ld ed. 

1966). T.~is article goes beyond existing practice to permit admission 

of "duplicates" where there is no danger that they might be inaccurate 

and subject to the limitations of Section 1581. Because a "duplicate 1s 

a product of a method which insures accuracy, many authorities have 

urged the adoption of this rule. See, ~ C. :!c~ormick, t:vidence 

§ 236 (2d ed. 1972); 4 J. ~1igmore, Evidence § 1234 (Chadbourn rev. 

1972); B. I,itkin, California Evidence § 090 (2d ed. 1966). See discus

sion in Dugar !.:. Happy Tiger Records, Inc., 41 Gal. App.3d 811, d16-817, 

116 Cal. [(ptr. 412, _ (1974). 

; 1531. Admissibility of duplicates 

1531. A duplicate of a writing is admissible to the same extent as 

the writing itself unless (1) a genuine question is raised as to the 

authenticity of the writing itself or (2) in the circuTlstances it would 

be unfair to admit the duplicate ill lieu of the writing itself. 

Comment. Section 1581 adopts the substance of Rule 1003 of the 

Federal aules of Evidence. The wording has been slightly revised to 

conform to the terminolor,y used in the California Evidence Code. 

"uuplicate" is defined in Section 1580. The fact that the duplicate was 

prepared for litip,ation does not prevent its admission under this article. 

Compare Dugar !.:. Happy Tiger Records, Inc. , 41 Cal. Api'. 3d 811, 816-

JI7, 116 Cal. i'ptr. 412, (1974). 
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A durlicate is not admissible in evidence under Section 1581 if 

either a genuine question is raised as to the authenticity of the writ-

ing itself or in the circumstances adruission of the duplicate would be 

unfair. The courts should be liberal in finding that a "genuine ques-

tion is raised as to the authenticity of the writing .itself." See the 

statement to this effect iil the Com,"ent to Federal 'lule of ;,vidence 1003 

in House of ;tepresentatives 1eport,0. 93-050, accompanyin~ ". it. 5463, 

93d Cong., 1st Sess., (1973). For example, if a party opposing admis-

sioil of a duplicate ''lakes a good faith clah. that the writing from which 

the duplicate has been made is not authentic and it would be impractical 

or more difficult to determine the authenticity of the writing itself 

from tlle duplicate, the court should require that ttle writing itself be 

produced for examination (see Section 1510) "efore permitting the duplicate 

to be introduced in evidence. Additionally, if the unique size, shape, 

or certain physical characteristics of the original make it 'lecessary 

for the orignial to be presented in court in order for a party properly 

to examine or cross-examine witnesses, it may be unfair in the circum

stances to ad~it the duplicate in lieu of the original writing itself. 

If a party opposes introduction of the duplicate on the ground of 

unfairness, the court should consider the conduct of the parties in 

determining whether it would be unfair ·in the circumstances" to admit 

the duplicate including, for example, whether or not the parties have 

relied on the duplicate either during their dealings prior to litigation 

or during the preliminary stages of the litigation or whether or not the 

party opposing the introductioil reasonably could have been expected to 

demand production of the original (see Code. Civ. Proc. , !fl31) or to 

use other discovery procedures to obtain the original. 

As in all cases involving introduction of a writing, when offering 

a duplicate, the proponeat of the evidence must authenticate it. See 

Evid. Code j~ 1400-1421. In the vast majority of cases, such authen

ticating evidence will also be sufficient to meet any claim that the 

duplicate should not be admitted under this article. If the proponent 

of the duplicate is concerned that a challenge to admission cannot be 

overcome by the evidence on authentication, the proponent may, for 

example, be able to obtain a stipulation as to admissibility or to use 

the procedure set out in Code of Civil Procedure Section 2033 to obtaio 

an admission of the genuineness of the original. 
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If the duplicate is a duplicate of ~ ~ of the writing itself, 

the person offering the duplicate in evidence must make a sufficient 

preliminary showing of the authenticity of the duplicate, the copy of 

which it is a counterpart, and the original writing itself. See Section 

1401 and Comment thereto. For example, S-oction 1530(a}(2),(3) permits 

the admission of an attested or certified copy of a copy of a writing in 

the custody of a public entity or of an entry in such a writing; Section 

1581 permits the admission a duplicate of the attested or certified copy 

if the duplicate qualifies for admission under Section 1581. The pro

ponent of the evidence can thus avoid the inconvenience and expense of 

obtaining multiple copies of an official docuuent the authenticity of 

which is not in dispute. 

Nothing in this article relieves the person offering the duplicate 

in evidence from the burden (see Section 1402) of explaining and justi

fying any post-occurrence entries, corrections, changes, alterations, or 

modifications in the writing itself or in the copy of the writing itself 

from which the duplicate was made. 

If the duplicate contains only a portion of the writing itself or 

is in some respec t incor.'plete, and the opposing party indicates that the 

entire writing is, or may be, needed for effective cross-examination or 

fully to explain the portion offered, the court roay require that the 

proponent produce at his option either the entire original or an ade

quate duplicate of the entire writing. See Evid. Code. 356. Cf. 

United States v. Alexander, 326 F.2d 726 (4th Cir. 1964). 
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